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coast in safety. Dr. Gregory's objects in visiting Kenya 
were: (I) To collect the flora and fauna of the different 
zones ; (:z) to see if an Alpine flora occurred similar to that of 
corresponding altitudes in Kilima Njaro ; (3) to examine the 
geological structure of the mountain with a view to the deter
mination of its position in the African mountain system ; (4) 
to see if there were any true glaciers upon it ; (S) especially to 
determine whether these had at any time a greater extension 
than at present. All these points were satisfactorily settled, 
and the information obtained during the exploitation of the 
region traversed is of prime scientific importance. An intereEt
ing question as to the origin of the Rift Valley is raised, of 
which the following is a description : "From Lebanon, almost to 
the Cape, there runs a long, deep, and comparatively narrow 
valley occupied by the sea, by salt steppes that represent former 
lakes, and by a series of over twenty lakes, of which only one 
has an outlet to the sea. This is a condition of things absolutely 
unlike anything else on the surface of the earth. . . . . But if 
the Rift Valley is unique as far as the earth is concerned, there 
are structures elsewhere which may be compared with it. It 
has long been known that there are on the moon, in addition 
to the well-known ring systems-generally spoken of as 
volcanoes-a series of long, straight clefts or furrows, known 
as 'rills.' The great East African depression would present 
to an inhabitant in the moon much the same aspect as the lunar 
rills do to us. Not the least interesting of the problems raised 
by this Rift Valley, is the possibility that it may explain the 
nature of these lunar clefts which have so long been a puzzle to 
astronomers." 

Under the title "Scientific Problems of the Future," Lieut.
Colonel Elsdale considers, in ti:e Contemporary, four lead
ing problems, some, if not all, of which seem practically 
certain of solution in the next generation, if not in our own. 
The conquest of the air is the first of these problems, and the 
conclusion is arrived at that if the rate of progress of the last 
thirteen or fourteen years is kept up for a similar period in the 
future, aerial navigation will be an accomplished fact. The 
second of the problems is the diminution of the large percentage 
of the total resistance to a vessel's motion through the water due 
to surface or skin friction. " This friction," says the author, 
" is the leading and essential cause of the great waste of power 
in the propulsion of all vessels of man's design, whether partly 
or wholly submerged, when compared with the natural propul
sion of fish or marine animals, such as whales, under correspond
ing circumstances and conditions. Hence the question of the 
possible reduction of this friction is one of vast and supreme 
importance to the marine engineer." Two other questions to 
which answers may be expected in the future are-" How can 
we best, by some simple and practical process, reduce coal to a 
condition in which it will, when brought into conjunction with 
the inexhaustible reservoir of oxygen in the atmosphere, give us 
the necessary elements for the production of an electric battery?" 
and "how to reduce the vegetable foods which at present are 
only adapted to animals like the cow, the sheep, or the horse, 
to a condition suited to the human digestion and to the human 
palate?" "Shakespeare's Natural History-a new light on 
Titus Andronicus," is the subject of an article by Mr. Phil 
Robinson. Shakespeare's authorship of this play has been dis
puted by many eminent critics. Mr. Robinson shows, however, 
that the natural history references in the play are almost identical 
with those of all the other plays attributed to Shakespeare. It 
has been objected that though the panther is referred to three 
times in" Titus Andronicus," it is not mentioned in any other of 
Shakespeare's plays. The reply to this brings out the following 
bit of information:-" If anyone will glance over the bard's 
flora, he will find that Shakespeare uses a great number of com
mon plants only once-for instance, the holly, poppy, clover, 
brambles, lavender, and harebell, &c., and most remarkable of 
all perhaps (and in a hunter, such as Shakespeare undeniably 
w;s) fern • ...• Among other trees he only mentions the ash 
once'(and then as the shaft of a Volscian spear!), the birch once, 
as furnishing 'threatening twigs,' the lime-tree once. Among 
others, he never mentions at all the walnut-tree, the larch, the 
fir, the chesnut, the alder, the poplar, or the beech." 

A well-illustrated and simple account of earthquakes and the 
methods of measuring them is contributed by Dr. E. S. Holden 
to the Century. The Lick Observatory is furnished with a com
plete set of Prof. Ewing's seismometers, and Dr. Holden 
describes them, while their arrangement and use are shown 
by means of several woodcuts. After stating the Rossi-Forel 
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scale of earthquake intensity, a means is indicated of making 
the scale even more useful than it is. From earthquake records, 
it has been found possible to assign a mechanical value to each 
of the ten numbers of the scale. Taking an acceleration of one 
millimetre per second as a unit, Dr. Holden has calculated that 
I. on the Rossi·Forel scale corresponds to of the acceleration, 
due to gravity, or 20 units; II. corresponds to 2 h; of gravity, 
or 40 units; III. corresponds to 6o units ; IV. to So units : V. 
to IIO units ; VI. to 150 units; VII. to 300 units ; VIII. to 
500 units ; and IX. to 1200 units. All the shocks felt in San 
Francisco in the years from 1Soo to 1SSS have been evaluated 
in this way. There were 417 shocks in all, and the sum total 
of their accelerations was 33,360 units of intensity. "The 
average intensity of the 417 shocks of these So years results as 
IV., and this is rh part of gravity. The total intensity for 
the whole period is 3 ·4 times the acceleration of gravity; that 
is, if all the earthquake force which has been expended in San 
Francisco during these So years were concentrated so as to act 
at a single instant, it would be capable of producing an 
acceleration almost 3!! times that of gravity." 

Harper's Magazine contains an excellent article entitled 
"The Welcomes of the Flowers," in which Mr. W. Hamilton 
Gibson traces the development of knowledge as to flower· 
fertilisation from the time of Nehemias Grew to Darwin, and 
exemplifies the method of cross-fertilisation by a number of well
chosen examples. The article is embellished with twenty-two
remarkably fine illustrations. The Bessemer process of steel
making, and the plant used in the steel works of the United 
States, forms the second of a i'eries of articles on " Great 
American Industries," edited by Mr. R. R. Bowker. Dr. T. 
M. Prudden writes on "Tuberculosis and its Prevention." 

Mr. Frank Beddard1 F.R.S., contributes to Blackwood a 
popular description of the characters and habits of some remark· 
able earth-worms, under the title "The Newest about Earth
worms." s fournal contains several chatty articles. 
In one of these, entitled" A Vegetable with a Pedigree," 
mention of the asparagus,is traced back to about 425 B.C. Other 
articles deal with Italian granite, great cork forests, and Bra
zilian snakes. A facetious review of the "History of Four
footed Beasts and Serpents," by the Rev. Edward Topsel, an 
Elizabethan zoologist, appears in Cornhill. That distinguished 
author wrote of birds, beasts, and fishes which have never 
come within the ken of latter-day naturalists. Dr. T. Lauder 
Brunton, F.R.S., is the author of a short paper on "The Pro
gress of Pharmacy" in the Humanitarian, and Sir Douglas 
Galton dwells on the necessity of observing "abnormal chil
dren " in elementary schools, in order to establish a sound basis 
for the proper conduct and development of our educational 
system. Good Words contains an illustrated article on "Celes
tial Photography," in which Mr. R. A. Gregory describes, 
among other celestial sights-

,, Regions of lucid malter, taking form, 
Brushes of fire, hazy gleams. 

Clusters and beds of worlds, and bee-like swarms 
Of suns, and starry streams. u 

Mr. Douglas Archibald describes " Clouds and Cloudscapes ' 
in the English Illustrated Magazine, his article being accom
panied by illustrations of the typical forms of clouds. Scribner's 
and Longman's Magazines have been received in addition to 
those already noted. The former contains a fine engraving of 
Signor Tito Lessi's painting, "Milton visiting Galileo," and a 
description of " Subtropical Florida,,., by Mr. C. R. Dodge ; 
and students of anthropology will find interest in an account of 
"Savage Spiritualism," contributed to the latter. 

THE CAMBRIDGE DIPLOMA IN 
AGRICULTURE. 

THE question of agricultural education at Cambridge-of 
which the latest development is the establishment of a 

Diploma in Agriculture-is comparatively recent. The move
ment began some three years ago (in July, 1S9o) with a letter 
addressed by the President of the Board of Agriculture to the 
Duke of Devonshire in his capacity of Chancellor of the 
University. This led to the appointment of a U!liversity syn· 
dicate committee), who framed a carefully wetghed scheme 
of agricultural education and examination, the funds for which 
were to be supplied part! y bv the University and partly by the Cam-
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bridgeshire County Council. The scheme was thrown out-on 
financial grounds-by the Senate, and here it seemed likely that 
agricultural education would come to a standstill, had it not been 
for the action of the County Councils of the Eastern Counties, 1 

who, with the help of certain University professors, organised 
the Cambridge and Counties Agricultural Education Commit
tee, an arrangement by which the counties supply the funds, 
while the University members supply the teaching. Under 
this scheme agricultural students are now receiving at Cam· 
bridge instruction in a number of subjects bearing directly on 
agriculture. The students are not necessarily members of the 
University, nor is agriculture a recognised department of Uni· 
versity study; but it has now been practically sanctioned by the 
appointment of a University syndicate, whose duty it is to 
superintend the examinations on which the new diploma is to 
be granted. This procedure has a precedent in the successfully 
established diploma in State Medicine, and cannot fail to exert 
-both as a check and a stimulus-a wholesome effect on the 
unofficial agricultural department. 

The first examination will be held in July. It consists of two 
parts: Part i. embraces botany, chemistry, physiology, entomo
logy, geology, engineering, and book-keeping, in so far as each 
subject bears on agriculture. Part ii. comprises practical 
agriculture and surveying. The examinations are open to all 
who present themselves, and who pay the moderate fee de
manded. Intending candidates may, it seems, obtain informa
tion from Prof. Liveing (who has taken the chief share in the 
work from the University side of the question) or from Mr. 
Francis Darwin. 

ON HOMOGENEOUS DIVISION OF SPACE. 

§ I. THE homogeneous division of any volume of space 
means the dividing of it into equal and similar 

parts, or cells, as I shall call them, all sameways oriented. If 
we take any point in the interior of one cell or on its boundary, 
and corresponding points of all the other cells, these points form 
a homogeneous assemblage of single points, according to 
Bravais' admirable and important definition. 3 The general 
problem of the homogeneous partition of space may be stated 
thus :-Given a homogeneous assemblage of single points, it is 
required to find every possible form of cell enclosing each of 
them subject to the condition that it is of the same shape and 
sameways oriented for all. An interesting application of this 
problem is to find for a crystal (that is to say, a homogeneous 
assemblage of groups of chemical atoms) a homogeneous 
arrangement of partitional interfaces such that each cell con
tains all the atoms of one molecule. Unless we knew the exact 
geometrical configuration of the constituent parts of the group 
of atoms in the crystal, or crystalline molecule as we shall call 
it, we could not describe the partitional interfaces between one 
molecule and its neighbour. 

Knowing as we do know for many crystals the exact geometrical 
of the Bravais assemblage of corresponding points of 

Its molecules, we could not be stue that any solution of the 
partitional problem we might choose to take would give a cell 
containing only the constituent parts of one molecule. For 
instance, in the case of quartz, of which the crystalline mole
cule is probably 3(Si02), a form of cell chosen at random 
might be such that it would enclose the silicon of one molecule 
with only some part of the oxygen belonging to it, and some of 
the oxygen belonging to a neighbouring molecule, leaving out 
some of its own oxygen, which would be enclosed in the cell 
of either that neighbour or of another neighbour or other 
neighbours. 

§ 2. This will be better understood if we consider another 
illustration-a homogeneous assemblage of equal and similar 
trees planted close together in any regular geometrical order on 
a plane field either inclined or horizontal, so close together that 
roots of different trees interpenetrate in the ground, and 
branches and leaves in the air. To be perfectly homogeneous 

1 The scheme is now carried on by funds supplied hy the Crm nty 
Cambridgeshire, the Isle of Ely, Essex, Norfolk, Northants, 

Letcestershtre, Hunts, East and West Suffolk, and by a grant from the 
Board of Agriculture. 

2 paper read before the Royal Society on January 18, by Lord 
Kelvm, P.R.S_ , 

3 Journal de l'Ecole Poly technique, tome xix. cahier 33, pp. 1-r28 (PariF, 
quoted and used m my "Mathematical and Physical Papers,, vol. 

111, art. 97, p . .of.OO. 
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every root, every twig, and every leaf of any one tree must 
have equal and similar counterparts in every other tree. So far 
everything is natural, except, of course, the absolute homo
geneousness that our problem assumes; but now, to make a 
homogeneous assemblage of molecules in space, we must sup
pose plane above plane each homogeneously planted with trees 
at equal successive intervals of height. The interval between 
two planes may be so large as to allow a clear space above the 
highest plane of leaves of one plantation and below the lowest 
plane of the ends of roots in the plantation above. We shall 
not, however, limit ourselves to this case, and we shall suppose 
generally that leaves of one plantation intermingle with roots 
of the plantation above, always, however, subject to the con
dition of perfect homogeneousness. Here, then, we have a 
truly wonderful problem of geometry-to enclose ideally each 
tree within a closed surface containing every twig, leaf, and 
rootlet belonging to it, and nothing belonging to any other tree, 
and to shape this surface so that it will coincide all round with 
portions of similar surfaces around neighbouring trees. Won
derful as it is, this is a perfectly easy problem if the trees 
are given, and _if they fulfil the condition of being perfectly 
homogeneous. 

In fact we may begin with the actual bounding surface 
of leaves, bark, and roots of each tree. Wherever there is 
a contact, whether with leaves, bark, or roots of neighbour
ing trees, the areas of contact form part of the required 
cell-surface. To complete the cell-surface we have only 
to swell out1 from the untouched portions of surface oi 
each tree homogeneously until the swelling portions of surface 
meet in the interstitial air spaces (for simplicity we are supposing 
the earth removed, and roots, as well as leaves and twigs, to be 
perfectly rigid). The wonderful cell-surface which we thus find 
is essentially a case of the tetrakaidekahedronal cell, which I 
shall now describe for any possible homogeneous assemblage of 
points or molecules. 

§ 3· We shall find that the form of cell essentially consists of 
f<?urteen walls, plane or not plane, generally not plane, of which 
eight are hexagonal and six quadrilateral ; and with thirty-six 
edges, generally curves, of meeting between the walls ; and 
twenty-four corners where three walls meet. A cell answering 
this description must. of course be called a tetrakaidekahedron, 
unless we prefer to call it a fourteen-walled cell. Each wall is 
an interface between one cell and one of fourteen neighbours. 
Each of the thirty-six edges is a line common to three neigh
bours. Each of the twenty-four corners is a point common to 
four neighbours. The old-known parallelepipedal partitioning 
is merely a very special case in which there are four neighbours 
along every edge, and eight neighbours having a point in 
common at every corner. We shall see how to pass(§ 4) con
tinuously from or to this singular case, to or from a tetrakalde
kahedrondiffering infinitesimally from it; and, still continuously, 
to or from any or every possible tetrakaidekahedroual 
partitioning. 

§ 4· To change from a parallelepipedal to a tetrakaideka
hedronal cell, for one and the same homogeneous distribution of 
points, proceed thus :-Choose any one of the four body
diagonals of a parallelepiped and divide the parallelepiped into 
six tetrahedrons by three planes each through this diagonal, and 
one of the three pairs of parall el edges which intersect it in its 
two ends. Give now any purely translational motion to each of 
these six tetrahedrons. We have now the 4 x 6 corners of 
these tetrahedrons at twenty-four distinct points. These are 
the corners of a t etrakaidekahedron, such as that described 
generally in § 3· The two sets of six: corners, which before the 
movement coincided in the two ends of the chosen diagonal, are 
now the corners of one pair of the hexagonal faces of the 
tetrakaidekahedron. When we look at the other twelve corners 
we see them as corners of other six hexagons, and of six 
parallelograms, grouped together as described in § 15 below. 
The movements of the six tetrahedrons may be such that the 
groups of six corners and of four corners are in fourteen planes 
as we shall see in § 14 ; but if they are made at random, none of 
the groups will be in a single plane. The fourteen faces, plane 
or not plane, of the tetrakaidekahedron are obtained by drawing 
arbitrarily any set of surfaces to constitute four of the hexagons 
and three of the quadrilaterals, with arbitrary curves for the 
edges between hexagon and hexagon and between hexagons and 
quadrilaterals, and then by drawing parallel equal and similar 
counterparts to these surfaces in the remaining four hexagonal 

l Compare" Mathematical and Physical Papers," vol. iii. art. 97, § 5·; 
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